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Social and Economic History
in the Work of F. C. A.
Tomislav Raukar
Social and economic history are inextricably linked fields of historical research and, along with
political facts and military history, form an integral part of past social realiry However important
the study of social history and everyday life seems nowadays on its own terms, these topics became
the subjects of scholarly historical discourse only relatively recently, little more than a half century
ago, which is rather late in the game, given the millennia-long history of the study of history.t With
economic history, the situation is somewhat different, as economic issues found their place in European and world historiography rather earlier. Taking their start from classical authors, whose interests in economic issues tended to focus on agriculture2, modern historians have tried to explain
the conditions of social and economic developments.r
In Croatian medieval historiographl,, such research trends have formed part of a slow, silent, but

durable shift. Traditional Croatian historiography, from the end of the 19'h and early 20th century,
was overburdened by issues related to the preservation ofCroatian statehood and consequently dealt
largely with political history, major historical figures and their ideas and ideologies.a In the period
immediately after the Second World War, Croatian historiographywas largely considered a shield
against the onslaught of Italian irredentism,s causing it to focus again on political problems and
issues of territorial integrity.6 In such historical circumstances, socio-economic topics could hardly occupy centre-stage fbr local scholars, with the possible exception of topics regarding Venetian
economic policies in the Eastern Adriatic between 1409 and 1797,7 which again served the needs
of day-to-day political controversy.s
In the second half of the 20'h century, the developmental dynamic of Croatian historiography
began to accelerate inexorably, both in terms of the volume of scholarly production and in the
selection of new topics, approaches and sources. This happened largely as a response to modern
trends in European and world historiography. It was in the middle of the 20'h century that the
group of French scholars gathered around the Annales journal offered its quite new theoretical
view on historical research,e placing processes ofthe so-calledlongue durde atthe heart ofhistorians' and researchers' interest, as a precondition for knowledge of total history.to This refers to the
aspiration to grasp a given subject or problem as fully as possible and to approach its explanation
by applying the conceptual and methodological means of the other social and human sciences.ll
In this way, the historian expands his research horizon, faces new challenges of the historiant
craft and learns to use new scientific tools and research methods. This marked the beginning of
interdisciplinarity in European historiography and would later also find acceptance in Croatia.12
Professor emeritus and fellow of the Croatian Academy, Tomislav Raukar has been a pioneer
in pursuing this understanding of historical research, where the focus of scholarly interest is on
phenomena and processes rather than people and events. This open-minded scholar, a paragon of
scientific curiosity and openness to new ideas, wholeheartedly embraced the modern approaches
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and paradigms of the Annales historians and adapted and applied them for the first time in the
Croatian medieval context.13 He also introduced a range of neglected research topics to Croatian
historiography, including the history of everyday life, medieval mentalities and piety.la Professor
Raukar thus became a pioneer of a new current amongst medieval Croatian historians, one which
has been trying to use the study of complex social phenomena and economic processes to create a
more realistic reconstruction of social reality in the Croatian Middle Ages.ls The remainder of this
article will consider the influence of certain Annales historians on his work, while also discussing
his understandingof totalhistory and his endeavour to conceive it as comprehensively as possible.
We consider it necessary to point out here, given the range and significance of Tomislav Raukar's
work and of the socio-economic issues he has dealt with, that this text treats only a few of his more
important works, as we try to trace its theoretical background and methodological approach in
the tradition of the Annales.
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When the respected and established Croatian historian Nada Klaii took on a young Tomislav
Raukar as her assistant at the History Department of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of Zagreb University in 1963, she could hardly have suspected that her student would someday
surpass his teacher. Indeed, even today, that student loyally attributes the introduction of new
methodological approaches - against the background of the established paradigms of traditional
Croatian historiography - to his professorl6, but, from this distance, her credit seems to lie more
in the scholarly training and abetting of Tomislav Raukar than in her own methodological originality. In any case, we may conclude, based not least on Professor Raukar's personal recollectionsl7, that she had an incalculable impact on the new understanding of medieval historiography
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and so on his works.
Over his decades of work at the History Department of the Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences inZagrebts,Tomislav Raukar developed into a brilliant historian with a total devotion to
his academic work. Then and now he has fed his intellect by constant recourse to foreign literature, expanding his research horizon with the findings of cutting-edge historiographical studies.
It was in the second half of the 1960s that he published his first historiographical works, marked
by great conciseness and typically taking as their starting point a review of the development and
state of historiographical knowledge on the given subject.le Even at that stage, Professor Raukar
approached his research topics by first analysing and evaluating the achievements of historians
who had previously treated them.2o It was in the 1970's that his interest in Italian and French
historiography came to play a crucial role in the development of his style and approach.2l At the
same time, two prominent Croatian medievalists, Vladimir Rismondo and Miroslav Brandt, came
increasingly to occupy his attention with regard to the selection of sources and research topics.22
In the 1980's, Raukar published two works on Dalmatian communes in the High and Late
Middle Ages that are now considered seminal.23 At the end of the 1990's, he also published what
I consider his masterplece - Hrvatsko srednjottjekovlje - which sums up his systematic research
of the Croatian Middle Ages.2a We will train our attention more closely on these three works

and then compare them theoretically, conceptually and methodologically to certain works of
the French Annales historians. Indeed, ignoring certain specific aspects of content, they seem, in
many ways, but particularly in basic approach and theoretical aspect, to have been most clearl,v
inspired by Braudel's The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II25 and
Le Goff's The Medieval lmagination.26
These similarities in basic approach manifest themselves primarily in the temporal stratification of historical study, in contrast to the traditional linear understanding. Thus, Raukar applied
Braudel's concept of a three-tier regime of historical duration in his research on communal societies in Dalmatia. Braudel's first temporal layer is essentially a geographic history that takes place
within a geographical determinism dominated by climatic conditions,landscape, natural changes
etc.27 In his work on Dalmatian communes, Raukar remains at that geographic level, describing
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the space, urban landscapes, the environment, border zones and other geo-strategic characteristics of urban communities.2s At the second level of heterogeneous time, Braudel includes the motions of social units that affect economic trends and civilizational changes. That is a "social time"
of slow and long processes, longer than a man's lifetime, which unfolds regardless of individual
consciousness and describes the cyclic rhythm of conjunctures in a longer span.2e Raukar also
marks these "processes of the long duration' in his works on the development of the communes
in Dalmatia. His research interests are grounded in the monitoring of demographic changes and
economic developments, the processes of social maturation, the dynamic of the Croaticisation of
the Dalmatian towns as well as perceptions of communal security.3o And finally, the third layer
of historical research is the history of events, the so-called surface layer which dominates the
perceptions of the lives of contemporaries, but whose importance for understanding the whole
unit is, according to Braudel, only second-rate.3r Raukar consequently also places complex social
phenomena and processes at the heart of his interests, reconstructing the history of events only
incidentally and incorporating certain historical events within the previously observed layers of
his total history. For example, in the chapter on Overcoming Social Dualism in his work on the
development of the Dalmatian communes in the 14th century, Raukar draws upon a whole range
of factual information from political history, but only in order to maximize his explanation of the
process of the feudal stratification of society,r2 AIso worth noting here is Braudel's technique of
establishing mutual connections and inter-determination between all the levels of social reality
in the past.33

Le Goff's influence, mostiy his work on the history of mentalities, is also noteworthy on
Raukar's work on the Dalmatian communes3a, but we consider it more appropriate here to look at
it with regard to his famous synthesis on the Croatian Middle Ages.3s This work too is formed after the model of the three-layered study of totalhistory,as the author himself indicates in discussing the methodological basis for his synthesis. At the same time, he debates whether to explore
the brightness ofevents on the surface ofhistory or to pursue its deeper processes, the short-term
of the history of events or the centuries-long processes of social development.36 After careful consideration, he decides for the second option, which allows access to both the structural complexity and the social integrity of the Croatian Middle Ages.37 Pursuing such approaches, Raukar
comes much closer to the contextualisation of French structural historiography and paradigms
pioneered by |acques Le Goff, whose understanding of the past as a multi-layered unit composed
of mutual associated and conditioned parts Raukar largely incorporates within his work.38 As
early as in the introduction to his book, Raukar launches into discussion of contemporary methodological procedures and new approaches to the problems of medieval Croatian history.3e
Even leaving aside all other research levels, it behoves us to recognise in Hrvatsko srednjovjekoulje a true masterpiece of the history of mentalities. Exploring "processes of the long duration',
Raukar outlines the intellectual and spiritual structures of the Croatian Middle Ages, the attitude
of medieval man toward life and death,ao piety and solidarity,at security and vulnerability,42 and
transience and durability.a3 The entirety of the book is thus devoted to "the imaginary'] as Le Goff
calls it, while Raukar chooses the never more appropriate title of the Spirituality of the Middle
Ages.aa It deals with the complex intellectual and spiritual sphere of the Middle Ages, observed in
interdependence with other levels of social life. Questions of comparison between spiritual and
material structures lie at the very heart of his research.
In short, this book represents Raukar's own vision of total history.It remains based upon the
theoretical concept of the French Annales historians, but adapted to the specific circumstances of
social develoPment in the Croatian historical area and completely original in the choice of sources
and the comprehensiveness of topics. The backbone of Raukar's total history is based on the study

of social sPace > social community > individual members of the communitfs and as such provides a holistic view of social reality in the Croatian Middle Ages.
Beyond his choice of topics, which covers the full range of social consciousness, Raukarb contribution to medieval historiography is so valuable because of the choice of sources used. Shifting
the emphasis of research from private to public archival resources, Raukar discovers "another
Middle Ages'l to use Le Goff's phrase, a different reality than that visible from the top of the hi-
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erarchical ladder of society; the reality of the ordinary, little people and their daily lives. Perhaps
Raukart greatest contribution to Croatian historiography is in his having directed historians towards a certain comprehensiveness of archival research and in using sources and archival materials that had not previously been considered particularly useful, never mind essential.
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Finally, summing up, we may conclude that Croatian medieval historiography received a new
impetus from Raukar's systematic research work and exhaustive scientific enthusiasm, along with
new ideas and a new methodological orientation. It now rests on a diversity of views, approaches,
and paradigms that aim, ultimately, at research into Raukar's total history. As the author himself
writes: "the gathering and integration of developmental areas and the interdisciplinary stratification of their interpretation are a fundamental task of historiography at this level of research '.a6
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Agri Cultura; Lucretius, De Rerum Natura; Virgii, Georgics; Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia, etc.
458,568,765,1041.
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Herodotus of Halicarnassus (484 - c. 424 BC) is usually considered the father ofworld historiography. His History was the
first known significant achievement in the field of historical research. See Leksikon Jugoslavenskog leksikografskog zavoda
(ed. Nada Boco,q.Nov - Frano GospooNsrri - Danko Gnrri - Ljubi3a Gruri - Kruno Knsrri - fosip SrNrrTe - Borko
VneNJrceN), Zagreb 197 4, 364.
(as note. 1)

E. g. losefKurrscuen, Opia ekonomska povijest srednjega i novoga vijeka, Zagteb 1957; Gino Luzzlro, Ekonomska povijest Italije, sv. I: Stari i srednji vijek,Zagreb 1960; The Cambridge Economic History ofEurope, vol. II: Trade and Industry
in the Middle Ages (ed. Michael M. PosreN - Edward MrnEn), Cambridge 1987; Steven A. EpsrrtN, An Economic and
Social History of Later Medieval Europe (1000-1500), New York 2009; Avner GnuR Institutions and the Path to the Modern
Economy: Lessons from Medieval Trade, Cambridge 2010, etc.

Unsurprisingly this is when the first syntheses of Croatian history appear, with a focus on the chronological sequence of
important political events, rather than systematic consideration ofcomplex social and economic processes. See e. g. Tadija
Surirxras, Poviest hrvatska, Zagreb 1882; Vjekoslav Krar6, Povijest Hrvata od najstarijih vremena do svrietka 19. stoljeia,
Zagreb 1899-191 1; Ferdo SISri, Povijest Hrvata u vrijeme narodnih vladara,Zagreb 1925.
The nationaiist tendency in Italian historiography appeared earlier and is evident, albeit as an undercurrent, in Brunelli's
history of Zadar, Vitaliano BnuNrrrr, Storia della cittir diZara,Yenice 1913. It was present in fu1l swing in Giuseppe Pn.l,c.r.,
Testi volgari Spalatini del trecento, Atti e memorie della societ?r Dalmata di Storia Patria II (1927) 36-13I; while another of
Praga's works was heavily loaded with such ideological views, Puce, Storia di Dalmazia, Padua I954. From the iate 1950s,
Italian irredentist historiography gradually weakens and abandons old ideas and views.
Here we can only point to Grga Novak's slmthesis of the history of Split, the first volume of which was published in 7957 .It
was in response to Pragat hlpotheses on Italian Zadar in the Middle Ages (see previous footnote) that Novak broached the
topics ofthe Croaticisation ofSplit, the interaction ofthe Romanesque core and the Slavic hinteriand, and their inseparable
coexistence. See Grga Novr.x, Pwijest Splita, vol. I, Split 1978,39-41,519-577 . Regardless of these attempts to demonstrate
the medieval social development of the Split commune, Novak's work belongs both methodologically and conceptually to
the sphere of traditional Croatian historiography.

Novakt work on Splitb exports in the l5'h century is an exception, but it remains without major echo in contemporary Croatian medieval historiography. See Novr.x, Quaternus izvozaizSplita 1475.-1476. g., Starohrvatska prosvjeta IIll-2 (1928)
92-102.

On national propaganda in local historiography, see Hrvatska historiografija 20. stoljeia: izmedu znanstvenih paradigmi
zahtjeva (ed. Sreiko Lrpovdeu - Ljiljana Dornov5r.r), Zagreb 2005; Magdalena N.tleex-AcriIi, U skladu s
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marksizmom ili dinjenicama? Hrvatska historiografija 1945.-I960., Zagreb 2013.
Mirjana Gnoss, Suvremena historiografija: korijeni, postignu6a, traganja, Zagreb 2001,237-239.
On "processes ofthe long duration'and'total history" see Gnoss, Historijska znanost: razvoj, oblik, smjerovi, Zagreb 1980,
187-202; Fernand BnauoEt, Histoire et sciences sociales. La Longue dur6e, easopis za suvremenu povijest l5l2 (1983)
99-122; Peter BuRKE, The French Historical Revolution: The Annales School, 1929-1989, Stanford 1990; IranQois Dossr,
New History in France: The Triumph of the Annales, Urbana - Chicago 1994; Gnoss, Suvremena historiografija (as note.
9) 237-265: Miroslav BEnroSe, Izazovi povijesnogzanata: Lokalna povijest i sveopii modeli, Zagreb 2002,283-291;Marc
Br,ocn, Apologija historije ili zanat povjesnidara, Zagreb 2008, 47 -68.

11 Gnoss, Suvremena historiografija (as note. 9) 237-239.
12 Adoption ofthe Annales historians'new approaches and
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methods proceeded relatively s1ow1y and took a long time, in the
Brnro5,t, Izazovi povijesnogzanata (as note. 10) 7.

face of, in the view ofsome, considerable distrust and suspicion.
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Hrvatska enciklopedija, vol. 9 (ed. Slaven

Rrvui),

Zagreb 2007,220.

Hrvatska enciklopedija (as note. 13).
Several generations ofcroatian historians
have worked systematically on this approach.
Having no desire to pigeonhole or
to leave out anyone, we shan forego presenting a rirt
u. p*r6 and incomplete.
Tomislav Reur'ln' Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje: prostor,.ljudi,
i dej_e, zagreb 1997, 7; R.ruren, Nada Klaii i pregledi hrvatske
- Damir AcItic (Eds.), Nada ruatt ifieiin'znunsrveni i nastavni doprinos razvoju
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Reux,tn, Nada Klaii (as note. j6) 34_36.
From 1963 till his retirement in 2o04,see Neven Buo.tx,
Zivotopis Tomislav Raukara, in: Buoar (Ed.), Raukarov
zbornik:
Zbornik u dast Tomislava
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Rr'ux'Ln, Prilog p-oznavanju sistema prihoda dalmatjnskih gradova
u 14. stoljeiu, Historijski zbornik 2r-22 (19681969) 343-345; R-e.uren, Studije o Darmaciji u srednjem vijeku,
sptii zooz, 2g7-2g8.

Rauren, o nekim problemima razvitka iirilske minuskule (bosandice).
U povodu rasprave A. Mladenoviia, prilog
proufavanju razvitka na6e iirilice' Knjizevnost ijezlkt2l3 (1965)
53-66; Hisiorijski zbornik t9-20 (t966-rg67) 485-499;
Reuren, o nekim problemima hrvatske povijesti u 15
upovodu k"idM. S;"j;3il;;;;;.
.rory.io, su.u_stoljeiu.
j ev o 19 67 ; Historijski zbor nik
21 -22 ( I 968 _ 1 969) 52g_ 5 48.
See e' g'

Jacques

Lr Gora Srednjovekovaaciviiizacija

precomunale, Rome

- Bari 1974; Bneuonr,

zapadne Evrope, Belgrade 1974; cinzio vroreNrt, La societir
Milanese nell,etir
civilitd e imperi det i4editerraneo nell'ete di Filippo II, Turin 1976;

Raymond
on Roovnn, lhrganizzazione del'commercio, in: valerio-cesrRoNovo
(Ed.), stofla economica cambridge III: Le citti e la
politica economica nel Medioevo, Tlrrin 7977:Hansvlu
wBnvBrB, La naschita delle citti, in: cesrnoNivo (Ed.), Storia
economica cambridge rrr,5-47; )ean-claude scanrrr, La
storia dei marginali, in: Lr Gorp (Ed.), ta nuova storia, Milan
1980' 257-287; Ls GorR La bourse et la vie. Economie
et religion au MoyJ" age, paris l9g6; Sergio ANsgui, Aspetti
economici dell'emigrazione balcanica nelle Marche, in: ANsErrr.rr
iEd.), Italia felix, i.ncona l9gg, 57-93, etc.
2'z Madimir RrsuoNno,
split druge polovine 14. stolje6a - notarske imbrevijature, split 1954;
Mirosiav BneNor,
wyclifova hereza i socijalni pokreti u Splitu kralem 14. stoljeia,
zagreb 1955;BuNor, Neki elementi komunalnog razvitka
srednjovjekovno g zadta do polovine ti. stoleia, zadarska
revija z ogiil lii-r53; Bn,tNor, srednjovjekovno doba povijesnog razvitka, zagreb 7980; vicko Sourno vladimir
RrsuoNoo, povr'Iesni dokumenti o Istri i Dahaliji, split 19g9.
Raukart admiration of Rismondo is clear from his dedication
in one of his'loot., "ro tt .
pr"?.rror vladimir
Rismondol'Reuren, Studije o Dalmaciji (as note. t9) 5.
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R'AureR, Komunalna dTstl_" n{m.aciil u 14. stoljeiu,
Historijski zbornik 33-34 (1980-I98
nalna druitva u Dalmaciji u 15. stoljedu iu prvol poiovini io.

uJr;.L, uirio.irr.iruo."ir.35

2a Re.uxeR, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as
note. 16).
25 BRAuoEr, Sredozemrje i sredozemni
svijet u doba Filipa II., vor. I-II,
26 LE Gorr, Srednjovjekovni imaginarij,

t)

t39-209:Reuren, Komu-

(1982) 43-118.

zagreb r99g.

Zagreb 1993.

"
28

Stjepan eosIi, Fernand Braudel, Sredozemlje i sredozemnisvijet
u doba Filipa II., svezak I, prijevod: Durda Sinko Depierris.
Zagreb: Antibarbarus, 1997., 692 str.; tu.rui II, prijevod Mirna
cvitan eernelii i yugodu uilinkovie. Zagreh entibarbarus
1998,686 str', Anari zavoda zapovij.rr,. ,r,uno.ii FIAZU
u Dubrovniku az (rssg) lso.
ReuKer, Studije o Dalmaciji (as note. 19) 81_g3, t34_137,191.194.

"

eost6, Fernand Braudel

3t

RAuKAn, Studije o Dalmaciji (as note. 19) 85-90, g2-ro5, LOg-12,
eosri, Fernand Braudel (as note. 27) 357.

30
32
33
3a

(as note

.22) 356.
r25-r28,r55-r60.

RauKAn' studue o Dalmaciji (as note. 19) 112*116. As the author
himself says: "In the search for more complex processes,
the history of events is relegated to- the background or completely
ignored, except when it u..onl., n...rJry for u f,rtler
exposition." RAUKAR, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as note. 16)
4.
Gnoss, Suvremena historiografija (as note. g) 242_250.
It is the chapters on social care for the marginalized and excluded
and in the sections on the piety of Dalmatian communes in
the High and Late Middle Agesthat best eiemplify Raukart research
into the history of mentalities in these works. Raur.rn,
Studije o Dalmaciji (as note. t9) 116_125.

3s R.lureR, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovije (as
note. 16).
36 R.r.uKeR, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as
note. 16) 5.
37 Rlur,LR, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as
note. 16) 7g.
38 Mario PeSIi, srednjovjekovni imaginarij
)acquesa Le Gotra i analisti, Radovi
3e RAuxr.R, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as
note. 16) 3_g.
a0 Reur,tn, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as

ar

note. 16) 245_246.

RAur-n R, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as note. 16) 334_336.

a2 ReuKaR,
a3 R-luK,rn,

e

a5
a6

Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje (as note. 16)
Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje

(as

12.

note. 16) 336_341.

Rauxan, Hruatsko srednjorjekovlje

(as

note. 16) 334_346,

RAux,lR, Hrvatsko srednjovjekovlje

(as

note. 16) 11,3g7.

RruxaR, Studije o Dalmaciji

(as

note. 19) g0.

Zavoda zahrvatsku povijest 29 (1996) 390.
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